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Foreword by the Chair
Firstly I want to congratulate everyone involved in the achievements over the last three year
plan. It has been challenging but very successful and rewarding, providing funding to essential
services to stay true to our three priorities. It has been said that 20% of our budget each year
goes to children and young adults – well why not? From acorns great oak trees grow and if we
want to improve the wellbeing of our residents in future we have to start by investing in the
young.
What a success the Community Hub project has become and therein lies our legacy. A
community hub for residents was noted in our original survey amongst local people five years
ago. Finding a suitable building to convert and establish such a hub was in our 3-5 year plan
and hence becoming a joint community project, proving that local businesses and residents
have their fellow neighbours at the heart.
Now we go forward with our 6-8 year plan still very much with our vision and three priorities at
the face front of our proposal. We have had another thorough independent survey and review
with our fellow residents, which covers what we have achieved and what is still needed in the
future plan. We have taken this survey, studied, discussed and refined it with our planned
budget in mind. We now produce our (most likely) final plan for the next three years for the
approval of Local Trust and look forward to delivering it through our service providers.
Edith Lang, Chair Allenton Big Local Partnership

Introduction
Allenton Big Local is one of 150 areas that have been awarded £1,159,500 to make a lasting
and positive difference to their local community.
The project is co-ordinated through a local resident-majority partnership, with legal
accountability held by the Enthusiasm Trust, which acts as the Locally Trusted Organisation
(LTO) for the project. The Enthusiasm Trust is an independent charity which has been working
in the area since 1992 supporting young people and their families.
Allenton Big Local is a 15 year programme with the aim to have made a significant difference to
the local area and long-lasting change to the lives of those people living and working in the
area. The whole national programme ends in March 2026.
Of the £1,159,500, we will have invested £717,146.17 by March 2019 toward our vision for the
area to be a stronger community, bringing about visible change through raising aspirations,
opportunities and skills.
This final major plan is for three years from April 2019 to March 2022 with a budget of no more
than the remaining amount of £442,353.83. It will be reviewed annually to ensure that the
priorities continue to reflect the needs of the area.
This is the third plan, the first running from 2014 to 2016 and the second from 2016 to 2019. It is
likely to be the last main plan, as it takes Allenton Big Local close to the full amount of spend
currently available. The partnership will take stock of progress toward the 18 month mark. It will
put in place a detailed exit plan and time line for project activity ending or continuing through
other means. It will tailor communications needs at that point to ensure the story is captured
and shared and residents can take part in reviewing and celebrating achievement. If through
underspend or additional funding via Local Trust through interest gained, Allenton Big Local
may run beyond March 2019, it will submit a further plan to Local Trust at this juncture.
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1. Building the third plan
1.1 Review of funded activities
The partnership has built this plan in phases. First, between in 2017 - 2018, sub groups of the
partnership reviewed each and every area of funded activity according to an agreed common
format as shown in figure 1 below. Each subgroup had one person who knew the detail of the
activity under review and two people deliberately chosen for not being so familiar. The sub
groups wrote up their findings and shared these with the partnership. From this process, a
number of tweaks and developments were put in place. What was most encouraging was that
all activities were found to be doing well, contributing to the relevant theme and overall Allenton
Big Local vision. All activities were validated as being right for the plan going forward.
Fig 1: The questions template

Theme:
Activity:
Funding:
Are there any issues in managing the work (good or not so good)? If so, what are they?
What’s been achieved through running the activity?
What’s been disappointing in running the activity?
Is the activity achieving the outcomes we expect?
Is the activity still the right thing to be doing?
If yes – how could it be improved upon?
If no – is there a different activity to achieve similar outcomes?
In summary, how well is the activity contributing to the theme in the plan?

At the end of this process in the autumn of 2017, the partnership considered aspects of
sustainability and legacy, especially relating to the substantial investment with the St Martin’s
community centre project.
Fig 2: Reviewing Community Profile

1.2 Review of local need and priorities
The second phase of the plan review was to step back
and take a good look at the overall picture of how things
were going and what was changing in Allenton,
especially anything that the partnership should be
mindful of in building the plan for 2019-22. The
partnership felt it was all the more important to dig deep
at this half way stage through the whole programme.
The partnership therefore commissioned a review of the
background profile of the area, to be undertaken by Jane
Bettany of Guidemark Publishing, who worked previously
as the Plan Co-ordinator and communications lead. A
summary of Jane’s findings is given later. The process is
outlined here at fig 2
In September 2018, the partnership reviewed local stats,
using Local Insight data (Appendix 3). Findings informed the content of a questionnaire.
This was completed through Allenton Big Local’s online platforms and face-to-face with
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respondents during October through to early December. 131 individual responses were
gained from a wide demographic. The results and reflections formed the basis of four
planned focus groups, one pop up session and ten individual interviews. The review
took a funnel approach (fig 2), with each layer of the funnel becoming more focused to
tease out individual views and experiences.
Regular progress reports were reviewed by the partnership to help the partnership
reflect on what they were hearing so as to ascertain whether:
•
•

local views and concerns fit closely with Allenton Big Local’s existing priorities,
themes and activities, suggesting that the next plan should continue in a similar
vein (perhaps with a few tweaks, additions and/or adjustments), or
a complete rewrite of Allenton Big Local’s vision and themes is necessary
because things have changed and moved on so much.

Feedback from focus groups and interviews were analysed and written up as a full report and
shared with the partnership in January 2019. Interviews were recorded and reported in a way
that effectively captured resident voices and contributed to the wider Allenton Big Local vision to
develop a stronger community by bringing about visible change through raising aspirations,
opportunities and skills. Of the two options above, the first proved the best way forward.

1.3 Review of achievements and learning
The third phase took place at the December and January partnership meetings, taking stock of
the profile review and gaining reflections on outcomes, wider impact and learning gained these
last 3 years. Progress was considered to have been achieved across all three themes and
activities. The profile review indicates people are positive about Allenton and Allenton Big Local,
a real achievement during continuing cuts and times of difficulty for many residents. Skills
development has continued with children and families, young people and older residents and
new openings have been created through training, volunteering and employment. Our
community events, such as Christmas in Allenton at Allenton Market and this year at St Martin’s
Church and Community Centre, have been well received and have helped to strengthen
community spirit and cohesion. The community centre, which has been known as
#allentonbigbuild, is already used as a vital hub in the heart of the community and had its 18
hour launch event on 1st February 2019; an hour for each month that the project took to
complete. The project harnessed the creative energies and generosity of many local firms and
an army of volunteers, brought together by unfaltering belief in the vision and guided by
fantastic project management throughout. Allenton Big Local’s investment of £116,000 kick
started a project worth over £1m.
Further comments from the partnership, gathered in December 2018, are given below.
What have we done against what was in the plan?
• St Martin’s Church and Community Centre took 18 months from start to finish, a £1m
project supported by ABL’s seed funding of £116,000; there has been incredible partner
involvement and over 10,000 volunteer hours drawn from across the community as well
as from a number of traders, businesses and organisations.
• Chatterbox café is up and running in the new centre; and is accessed by dozens of
residents and community groups six days per week.
• Enthusiasm’s youth club and public performance dance group take place weekly in
the new centre, connecting young people from across the community who would not
normally spend time together.
• Nacro family support project has been a life line for 55 families experiencing really
difficult situations in the last year alone. Support with parenting skills, budgeting, anger
management and confidence are making a big difference to those families engaged on
the project. The cooking and healthy eating projects delivered by Nacro were a great
success too.
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•
•

•

•

•

•

As a partnership, we are listening and talking to more local people through meetings,
events, social media platforms and out on the street. Alongside this, partnership working
and community connection are growing.
The Bursary Scheme has worked well distributing £13,727.83 through 44 bursaries
since it launched in August 2015, seven of which were in 2018 to the value of £2,666.41.
These bursaries have paid for a variety of training and development opportunities from
European Computer Driving Licence and Supporting Teaching and Learning through to
driving lessons and work clothes for a young local apprentice.
In the last year alone the Community Chest Fund distributed £5,866 to five different
applicants. These funds have supported many projects including the local allotments
with plumbing, Chatterbox Café with Wi-Fi, local traders association with street pride
projects and dozens of local individuals with course fees for training programmes as well
as getting a learner driver on the road.
Youth work and mentoring are proving to be a vital service among members of the
young community who are presenting more complex issues than ever before, as a result
of support services (both statutory and voluntary) declining across the community and
city alike. Weekly clubs and groups, mentor presence in and around local schools,
holiday activities and outings, camping trips, access to arts and culture events and
workshops and volunteering opportunities are enhancing the lives of hundreds of local
young people and playing a pivotal role in improving their whole-life prospects.
Support for older residents helps them to avoid isolation and the associated health
impact created by being lonely and detached from local neighbours, friends and family.
The support offered promotes friendship and inclusion through the coffee mornings,
afternoon teas, outings to Trentham Gardens, theatre trips and Christmas meal; all have
been very well received.
The fourth annual Christmas event brought 470 children and their families and carers
together to see Santa, his helpers and real reindeers. 82% were from the Allenton Big
Local area; refreshments, cookies and Santa hats were provided. This was another
resounding success.

All projects are free of charge and help the partnership achieve the vision for Allenton Big Local
What impact have we had?
• The feel-good factor through St Martins Church and Community Centre improvements
is immense. It’s a place the community can be proud of for many years to come.
• Our community is getting stronger as we see people being chattier with one another,
more communicative. We are connecting well through events, through the background
profile review, through the newsletters, website and social media, as well as through the
coffee mornings and events. (A Facebook post reached more people than there are
residents in Allenton!)
• We’ve helped bring people together and Chatterbox is a new focal point in the heart of
the community.
• The youth activities delivered by Enthusiasm provide a safe and friendly environment
where 11 to 18 year olds playfully engage in sports, arts, community and life-skills
pursuits and feedback is really positive.
• People have described the Nacro family support project as life changing.
What have we learnt?
• It really helps to keep track of what we are doing and how things are going.
• The great leadership and strong project management and loads of practical hands-on
effort throughout the St Martin’s Church and Community Centre project were vital.
• We continue to work well as a partnership and we can discuss openly and robustly,
agree and disagree and work together to find ways forward.
• Our communications are really important and are going from strength to strength.
Have we progressed our vision?
The annual surveys and deeper dive review of Allenton’s profile confirmed to the partnership
that we have advanced our vision and that it remains relevant during this next phase.
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Our vision for Allenton Big Local area is for a stronger community by bringing about visible
change through raising aspirations, opportunities and skills.
Our vision arose during the Getting Started phase of Big Local in Allenton, which included
community events, a film as part of the local consultation and a range of other events. The
partnership then reviewed all material and from this process drew out emerging priorities which
informed the wording of our vision. The background profile review undertaken this autumn
through 131 surveys, four focus groups and ten individual interviews has validated and affirmed
the vision, themes and activities to take forward into this plan, adding some valuable additional
activities to respond to needs and gaps identified by the local community.
How our progress relates to the achievements of the Big Local outcomes
Our four outcomes in line with the Big Local programme are:
1. The community agrees needs and priorities in the area and takes action on them
2. People gain confidence and skills for now and the future
3. The community makes a real difference to the needs it has given priority to
4. People feel this area is an even better place to live.
1. For Allenton Big Local, community engagement and involvement is a continuous process.
The #allentonbigbuild project at St Martin’s Church and Community Centre has brought in over
10,000 volunteering hours, in-kind gifts and ‘at cost’ items from local businesses, leading to an
Allenton Big Local investment of £116k being worth over £1m. The Christmas in Allenton event
happens through the motivation, time and energy of resident volunteers (mums mainly) who
give of themselves to make the event sparkle with joy and generosity. There is a similar theme
across other activity supported through Allenton Big Local, including teas, trips and outings for
older residents, support to children and families and to young people in difficulty.
Other ways of engaging residents in speaking out and taking action have included:
• Monthly Allenton Big Local resident partnership meetings which are open to the public;
• An annual survey, the results of which are compared with previous public consultations,
that give guidance to the residents’ observations, perceptions, needs and expectations;
• This year’s deeper dive community profile update which has strongly validated the
approach and priorities of Allenton Big Local;
• The range of Community Chest and Bursary applications which help to assess the
needs and requirements of Allenton Big Local residents and witness to their involvement
in taking action and affecting change.
2. The partnership’s quarterly review, through the submission of project reports of activity
funded by Allenton Big Local, identifies progress towards the vision and enables the partnership
to monitor accurately, acknowledge and celebrate the development of confidence and skills of
residents. This includes the feedback from parents gaining support through Nacro, the case
studies of success shared via the Derby Adult Learning Work Club project, the inspiring stories
of young people turning their lives around with the help and guidance of Enthusiasm. During the
life of this plan there has also been the outpouring of commitment and upskilling of those
involved in the #allentonbigbuild project. The background profile review is rich in evidence of
changes in people’s lives, in their confidence and skills increased.
3. Many of the activities Allenton Big Local has invested in are supported and driven by resident
volunteers from across the community. The list is extensive and includes:
Christmas in Allenton,
1. #allentonbigbuild
2. Community events calendar
3. Coffee mornings for older people
4. Work Club
5. Community chest projects.
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Local traders have also become increasingly engaged in community action through the support
of partnership members.
4. Evidence that people feel the Allenton Big Local area is becoming a better place to live is
shown by the annual survey and deeper dive community profile update. The 2017 survey is
included in this report below as is a summary of the profile review. Derby Homes, which is the
arm's length management organisation (ALMO) for Derby City Council, says that long term
property voids are decreasing in Allenton as more people actively choose to live in the area.
How we know we are responding to what our community wants
We have strong two way communications which ensure we listen to what residents tell us and
share what is happening through the various platforms available to us. To ensure we are
responding to what our community wants, we hold open monthly meetings; we communicate
dates and times through our website and local notice boards, inviting residents along. The
contact details for the partnership are widely available and social media platforms provide even
greater access for the community to tell us what they want.
We communicate progress through leaflet drops and newsletters - electronic and hard copy
delivered through each door. We share what progress has been achieved by placing Service
Level Agreements (SLAs) and project reports on the website and generating positive stories of
action and change that are posted as blogs on the website, social media platforms and which
often find their way into the newsletter. We use social media more frequently than ever before
to signpost people and update people and Allenton Big Local has a growing following.
In addition, we look to run at least one large annual Allenton Big Local event for residents, the
Christmas in Allenton celebration with Santa and reindeers. We use this as a means of
gathering resident views about the area and Allenton Big Local’s presence and impact.
Alongside this, we also hold an AGM in the New Year where partners who have received
funding must send at least one delegate and be available to speak to the local residents if they
have any questions or ideas.

1.4 Review of drafts with local residents and partners
The final phase of developing this new plan included sharing drafts in person, at the AGM,
through a newsletter delivered to every household, via the website and social media platforms,
talking with residents and local groups, sharing success and discussing emerging priorities and
activities, taking advice and suggestions and redrafting accordingly. We aim to submit the plan
to Local Trust by late February, with assessment and any amendments in March for launch in
April.

1.5 Summary of finances and amount remaining
Allenton Big Local’s total allocated spend for the life of the programme is £1,159,500. As at
March 2019, it will have invested £717,146.17 of this toward helping the Allenton area become
an even better place to live. There is £442,353.83 remaining. This is the budget for this current
three year plan. A summary of income and expenditure is given in the table below.
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2. Profile of local needs – updated autumn 2018
The Allenton Big Local profile was first created for the first plan. It was based on a range of
events and community conversations and a film interviewing residents about what they liked
and what they thought could be better about the area. The local landscape was subsequently
reviewed in 2015 for the second plan and more recently in 2017 and 2018 for this plan.

2.1 Resident survey 2017
Allenton Big Local undertakes an annual community survey, with the same core questions
asked of at least 100 people each year to track changes in perception and attitudes about our
community among residents. Whilst this is a small survey, it does provide a positive message of
how people feel about Allenton. The 2017 summary is below, followed by a summary of the
fuller and deeper review undertaken in the autumn of 2018
Fig 3: 2017 Survey Results
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2.2 Profile review: summary findings, January 2018
The review was undertaken between September and December 2018. There were 208
interactions:
• 131 surveys, either online or face to face
• 13 interviews with retailers and business owners, market stall holders and shop owners
• 12 residents involved in four focus groups
• 13 older to-one resident interviews at venues such as Work Club and Chatterbox Cafe
• 13 older residents at a coffee morning at Handyside Court
• 26 families completing “Making a Wish for Allenton” cards at the Christmas event.
The statistics, survey results, comments and feedback from the focus groups and one-to-one
discussions were reported to the partnership in January 2019 and are on the website. Headline
findings are given below. All action points have been addressed in building the new plan.
Key findings for consideration
Some recurring comments and ideas emerged from the discussions, focus groups, interviews
and resident feedback. These are summarised below:
Overall, respondents endorsed the three existing plan priorities and supported the activities
delivered so far, agreeing that they are still relevant, successfully address the priorities and are
having a wider impact. Those who had engaged directly in the activities said that being involved
made a positive difference and they were satisfied with what has been delivered.
The online survey included the question: What do YOU think Allenton Big Local’s priorities for
action should be? Respondents were asked to select three choices from eight options. The top
four options selected were:
•
•
•
•

Reducing crime and improving safety (53.4% of respondents selected this option);
Support and activities for children and families (51.7% of respondents selected this
option);
Support and activities for young people (50% of respondents selected this option);
Better community facilities and events (43.1% of respondents selected this option).

The above selections tie in with Priority 1: Strengthening Community and Priority 2: Improving
Life Skills. 27.6% of respondents chose the help with employment and jobs option (which links
to Priority 3: Creating Opportunities for Training and Employment).
When given an opportunity to leave comments on the online survey, many respondents cited
‘More activities for young people’ as a need. These comments were also supported by the
feedback from the focus groups and one-to-one interviews. Allenton Big Local is already
responding to this need through the Youth Clubs, Youth Mentoring and Street Dance, but
feedback shows that there is a need for activities for younger children in the 5 to 10 age
category.
Action: The partnership should consider how this gap could be addressed.
Feedback from the focus groups also indicated a continuing need for parenting support in the
area. When consulting with parents who use or have used the support service provided by
Nacro, they said it had been real life saver. One person in the focus group said:
“I wouldn’t have been able to cope without the parenting support service. I would have got lower
than I was and I wouldn’t like to think what would have happened. Thanks to the service
provided by Nacro, I’m in a better place and moving forward. I’m enjoying being a parent now.”
One area of family and children support that is not covered in the existing plan, but which has
been highlighted during the Profile Review as being a need is the provision of a support group
for parents with children with additional needs. One mother said:
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I’d like to see a group for people with special needs because there is nothing locally. I’ve got
two special needs children and obviously they go to other things but they don’t always feel
accepted because everybody else is different. So, I’d like to see something local where I could
take my children and they felt accepted and they felt like they belonged there. A place where
there is no judgment of ‘you’re different’ and ‘you do this and we do it this way’. That is a very
big thing. There is nothing in the local area for special needs children.”
This issue was identified in more than one of the focus groups and was also discussed in some
of the one-to-one interviews with local parents.
Action: The partnership may want to consider whether they want to support an initiative of this
kind as part of Priority 2: Improving Life Skills and, if so, how this could be achieved the next
Plan.
When asked what they liked best about the Allenton area, 48.4% of respondents to the online
survey selected The Local Shops and Other Facilities. This suggests that overall people like
shopping in Allenton and the local shops and facilities do draw people to the area. However,
there were also numerous comments and suggestions about improving the local shopping area.
These include better parking in the main Allenton commercial centre, sorting the area around
the derelict Mitre Hotel (which was earmarked as prime land to build a new Tesco store on but
has since been left empty and abandoned) and improving Allenton Market. Several comments
also expressed a desire from local people for a better variety of shops.
Action: Whilst these may not be something that Allenton Big Local can change, the partnership
may want to consider the potential to develop closer links with local traders. What are the
opportunities for supporting local traders? Would initiatives such as events or performances on
the high street help to strengthen the community and attract shoppers to the area – thus
boosting the local economy?
When asked to reflect on the changes within the community over the last five years, many
respondents said that they felt things had improved overall. In particular, people said that they
felt there were fewer gangs of young people hanging around on the streets. However, antisocial behaviour, safety and crime are still a concern for many local people. The current
Allenton Big Local Delivery Plan states that: “The local police already work with local people on
Crime Reduction initiatives and the Partnership group does not want to replace activities that
should be provided by the police or other agencies. The emphasis will instead be on 'Increasing
Participation' and 'Increasing Happiness'. A key projected outcome of these two activities may
be a reduction in crime, on the basis that if local people feel more pride for their area they are
more likely to want to protect it.
Action: In developing the new plan, the partnership may wish to review the annual satisfaction
survey results to assess how effectively this approach is influencing the local situation.
At the request of Derby Adult Learning, the focus groups explored whether there would be any
demand for the delivery of creative arts activities in Allenton next summer. Reactions to this
idea have been positive, with the majority suggesting the activities should be delivered as
weekly sessions during the six-week school holiday. Most people liked the idea of sessions that
are open to parents and children to encourage shared learning and parent/child interaction, as
well as alleviating school holiday boredom.
Action: The partnership may consider building this project into the new plan.
Balancing the activities in the next plan and beyond
During the Profile Review research, there have been positive comments about all of the
activities delivered so far.
✓ People have said how much they enjoy the annual Christmas event.
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✓ They are enjoying using the refurbished facilities at St Martin’s, which Allenton Big Local
has helped to support.
✓ Young people enjoy going to the youth club and weekly street dance classes.
✓ Families who have received parenting support have praised the quality of the service
provided and reiterated how important the support has been for them.
✓ Older residents enjoy attending the regular coffee mornings and trips funded by Allenton
Big Local.
✓ Work Club members have gained help, confidence and positive outcomes from the
service delivered at Allen Park by Derby Adult Learning.
Inevitably, whilst local residents seem very happy with the activities that have been delivered to
date, they would also like to see more. The main activity gaps identified have been highlighted
in this interim report. It will be up to the ABL partnership to consider how to respond to these
emerging needs as they formulate the next plan.
The Allenton Big Local project is reaching the half way point. By the end of year 5, an
anticipated £600k+ of the original £1m is likely to have been spent. In developing the next plan
and allocating the budget for the next few years, the partnership will be required to balance
existing activities alongside possible new activities – all from a funding pot that is getting smaller
as each year of the project is completed.
One of the other factors for consideration may be about whether any of the current activities
could become self-sustaining beyond the life of the Allenton Big Local project. Whilst there are
still five years remaining of the ten-year project, it is never too early to explore ideas for making
activities and events sustainable in the longer term.
Jane Bettany
Guidemark Publishing
7 December 2018

Partnership response to the Profile Review, January 2019
The partnership reviewed the findings and was delighted at the high correlation between the
findings and Allenton Big Local’s vision, priorities and activities. It was reassured that the
outcomes had benefited those taking part and had contributed to a wider impact across the
area, helping to make it an even better place to live. Each of the specific issues raised above
have been responded to in the current plan of activities, summarised in section 3.5 below:
•
•
•
•
•

Continuing support for parents, carers and children
Supporting the Adult Learning summer project for children and families, including those
with additional needs
Building communications
Extending links with traders through our communications activity
Giving further support to preventative action through, for example, the community chest.
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3. Our priorities and action plans
3.1 Core values and guiding principles
During the first planning process as a partnership, we agreed some guiding principles reflecting
our core values which have helped to determine our priorities for action. These we still hold to.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

arising from community need
enhance the life changes across the community
added value – money, people-power
adding to ‘community glue’
keeping the money in the community
the best we can
sharing our vision and commitment
across all ages
longer term benefit and legacy,

3.2 Our Big Local priorities
Our Big Local priorities were agreed when the first plan was drawn up and have been confirmed
during the review of the plan as outlined above. The priorities were based on lengthy
discussions, reflecting on personal experience and knowledge as residents and workers in the
area and using the information provided in the profile report and film.
The partnership identified the concerns and issues that mattered the most to local people and
through the planning process decided that the Allenton Big Local priorities would be:
1. Strengthening the community
2. Improving life skills
3. Creating opportunities for training and employment

3.3 Our overarching outcomes
Our four outcomes in line with the Big Local programme are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The community agrees needs and priorities in the area and takes action on them.
People gain confidence and skills for now and the future.
The community makes a real difference to the needs it has given priority to.
People feel this area is an even better place to live.

3.4 Our Allenton Big Local outcomes
The Partnership Group recognises that the perceptions of local people may change over the life
of the project. To this end, we conduct an annual perceptions and priorities survey and at this
half way stage have conducted a deeper dive review of the background profile of the needs and
priorities of Allenton residents.
The following activities described in the Action Plans below will continue to evolve throughout
the lifespan of the project, with the three priorities listed above will remain the core focus.

3.5 Action Plans
The Action Plans below link with the three priorities. A full review of all activity in the second
plan was undertaken in 2017-2018. The #allentonbigbuild at St Martins Church and Community
Centre is complete. Coupled with the background profile review undertaken in the autumn of
2018 and community consultation, the partnership has sought continuity with existing
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successful activity and further activity to respond to gaps identified in the profile update. These
are primarily:
•
•
•
•
•

The needs of 5-10 year olds to be responded to, delivery partners could include Derby
County in the Community fitness and health programme and a family creative arts
programme to be developed and run the summer of 2019 through Derby Adult Learning
Parenting support and support for children with special needs to be further responded to
through continuing to fund work with Nacro and Derby Adult Learning initiative as well as
seeking new partnerships with organisations like STEPS
Improved information sharing and exchange through our communications activities,
including print newsletters, notice boards, our website and social media platforms
Stronger links with local traders, seeking areas of support and collaboration and
opportunity to devise and put on mutually beneficial activity
Better understanding of and responses to local crime, through continuing to support
work with young people and looking at links with the police, anti-social behaviour team
and other key partners in the neighbourhood to explore ways the Allenton Big Local
funding could support a more preventative model to tackling crime, improve security and
safety and enable residents across all age ranges to feel even safer in their community.

All costings indicated below include VAT. Where lead delivery partners are identified, they are
accountable to the partnership group. They are responsible for highlighting and feeding in
information about trends, new concerns and successes. This will help the partnership group to
review and evaluate what is happening and ensure the partnership can respond to changing
attitudes in the area and remain responsive.
Numbering of activities remains consistent with previous plans to enable easier cross checking
over the years.
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Priority 1 - Strengthening the community
Through Allenton Big Local, we will help in the coordination of existing activity and bring further
benefit through funding additional activity arising from identified need.
We have three intended outcomes:
1. Allenton Big Local is a safe place to live and is not stigmatised by anti-social behaviour,
crime or vandalism.
2. People get on with each other and take pride in the Big Local area and get involved with
making it better.
3. People take pride in themselves and the area because they are happy.
To achieve these outcomes, the partnership believes that activities should focus on three areas:
1. increasing participation
2. increasing happiness
3. reducing crime.
The local police already work with local people on Crime Reduction initiatives and the
Partnership group do not want to replace activities that should be provided by the police or
other agencies. The emphasis will instead be on 'Increasing Participation' and 'Increasing
Happiness'. The outcome of these two activities may be a reduction in crime, on the basis that if
local people feel more pride for their area they are more likely to want to protect it.
In order to know if we had achieved our outcomes, the following criteria were agreed:
Increasing participation
We will know we have made a difference when local people, their children, their families and
those working with them tell us that people take part in more activities in the area and get on
better with each other in the Big Local area.
Increasing happiness
We will know we have made a difference when local people, their children, their families and
those working with them tell us that they take pride and feel good about themselves and the
area they live in.
Reducing crime
We will know we have made a difference when local people, their children, their families and
those working with them tell us that they feel that the Big Local area is a safer place to live, that
they feel safe in the area.
Four areas of activity were identified:
1) Enhancing existing other community facilities.
2) Put on street performances to generate a positive feel for the area.
3) Facilitate community events at venues within the Allenton Big Local area.
4) Provide a Community Chest fund for local people, clubs and groups.
We have appointed a lead partner to coordinate these activities listed below.

Total projected investment across the three years is £86,499.
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Activity 1.2 Street Performances, Activities, Groups
Aims and
Actions

Costs and
Timescale

Lead Partner

To bring a 'positive feel' to the area and create a 'buzz' the aim will be to have
Street Performances delivered through dance, as well as other activities such as
face-painting and street musicians etc. Young people from Allenton will be taught
dance skills to enable them to deliver these activities within the local area.
These could take place outside the Community Centre to help raise its profile as
well as in other locations throughout the neighbourhood
Licence/permissions etc will be clarified by lead partner
Weekly dance sessions for 46 weeks each year. Activities involving up to 20
children who will learn new skills = £15,520 for year one with a 2% uplift each
subsequent year
TOTAL spend = £47,499 over the three years
Enthusiasm (working with Trinity Warriors)

Activity 1.3 Community Celebrations and Events
Aims and
Actions

The consultation process identified that local people felt that there should be
more events and activities that brought people together. The aim is to provide, or
facilitate, community activities in the area. The aim of the events is to strengthen
the community, increase happiness and participation, and provide the means for
local groups and individuals to raise their profile, gain volunteers and funds for
sustainability. This also enables Allenton Big Local to carry out an annual review
of progress and effectiveness (see section 6 - Telling the Story). This also links
in with the aims and outcomes for Priority 2.

Costs and
Timescale

The lead partner is The Enthusiasm Trust (with local residents leading on the
Christmas event). Three or four different events will be delivered during each
year = £8K a year over 3 years. TOTAL Spend = £24,000

Lead Partner

The Enthusiasm Trust with Local Residents for Christmas in Allenton

Activity 1.4 Community Chest
Aims and
Actions

Provide a Community Chest to enable local groups to apply for funding. There
is an acknowledgement that although there will be many worthy causes, the
criteria for successful funding will be those groups that are trying to meet the
priorities and outcomes identified as part of this plan.
The aim of providing this money will be to ensure that local groups feel included
in the aims of the Big Local and ensure that the Partnership Group are aware of
all the groups working in the area. These groups, by having access to the
Community Chest will help to 'spread the message' and 'buy-in' to the plans.
These groups will also be able to feed into the data gathering to ensure our
activities remain relevant to local people.

Costs and
Timescale

This money will be made available immediately. The cost of the Plan Coordinator is already covered so this cost is the amount to be distributed to local
groups.
£5000 each year over 3 years TOTAL Spend = £15,000

Lead Partner

Plan Co-ordinator to work with the Partnership Group to process applications
and collate reporting information.
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Priority 2 - Improving Life-Skills
Through Allenton Big Local, we will help in the coordination of existing activity and bring further
benefit through funding additional activity arising from identified need in the Profile Review.
Reflecting back on the consultation, the Partnership Group decided on three intended
outcomes:
1. Children have the best start in life by being supported and enabled to develop their
individual personality, talents and aspire to a successful life.
2. Young people fulfil their aspirations and dreams through being provided relevant
opportunities.
3. Families are better equipped with skills to support their children through being empowered
and supported.
To achieve these outcomes, the Partnership decided that our activity should focus on four
groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Families and Children 0-7
Children and youth 8-12 and 13-18
Older residents
Families with 5-10 year olds or with special educational needs children

The group felt that it was important that activities or services provided did not replace statutory
services.
The Group decided that we would need to know if we have achieved our outcomes and the
following criteria were agreed:
Children 0-7
We will know we have made a difference when children, their families and those working with
them tell us that:
•
•

Children are enjoying life and having fun.
Children have a healthier lifestyle.

Youth 8-12 and 13-18
We will know we have made a difference when young people, their families and those working
with them tell us that:
•
•
•

Young people are more engaged and involved locally.
There are better opportunities for young people.
There has been a reduction in social exclusion.

Families
We will know we have made a difference when parents, carers and their children tell us that:
•

Their families are more cohesive and are pulling together more strongly.

The following activities were identified:
1) Provision of parenting programmes.
2) Provide a Parenting Support Worker to offer support to families in the ABL area.
3) Provide activities and support for children aged 0-7.
4) Provide activities and support for young people aged 8-12 and 13-18.
A lead partner has been appointed to co-ordinate each of these activities
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Older Residents
We will know we have made a difference when older residents tell us that:
• Older residents feel more involved in their community
• They feel engage in more social activities and events
• They feel supported in their own community
A local resident has been appointed to coordinate each of these activities
Families with 5-10 Year old children or with Special Educational Needs
We will know we have made a difference when families with 5-10 year old children or children
with special educational needs tell us that:
• They feel more positively engaged within their community
• They have spent quality time together as a family
• They feel safe to play and learn together without feeling judged
Derby Adult Learning has been appointed to plan and deliver these activities.

Total projected investment across the three years is £262155.32
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Activity 2.1 Families and Children 0-7
Aims and
Actions

The service will provide home support to families and children who ask for help
in the defined ABL area or who are referred to the service.
Families will be identified through links with local agencies including other
agencies working in the area, local schools, Health Teams and individuals who
may self-refer.
The focus will be on improving outcomes for children and families living in the
ABL area. The aim is to support and enhance family relationships, to encourage
family games and activities that have a long term benefit for the area such as
picnics to the local park and family games to increase interaction and a sense of
fun, as well as encouraging a healthier lifestyle.
Through work with the families, signposting can take place to courses on:
budgeting, healthy eating, e-safety, arts and crafts, computers etc. If through this
activity, particular needs are identified then we may decide to fund some training
or courses.
The service will support families both within the home and through telephone
contact. Support workers will attend Team Around the Family or case
conferences and provide reports as appropriate.

Costs and
Timescale

Lead Partners

The service will provide Support Workers to provide individual families / parents /
children with one-one support. The recipients of the service will be families with
children aged 0-10 who live in the ABL area = £31,836 with a 2% uplift each
year.
TOTAL Spend over three years = £97,431.61
Nacro

NB: costed in case of underspend but with no allocated funding in the budget at this stage
Aims and
NB: COSTED BUT NOT FUNDED: to be reviewed in case of underspend arising
Actions
in 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 or 2.4 over the course of this plan, in order to give additional
parenting and family support through groupwork with families with teenagers at
risk and in difficulty. This would supplement Nacro and Enthusiasm’s current
work funded through Allenton Big Local. In the first instance, the partnership
would look to support a 12 week groupwork parenting programme, with the
capacity to be run three times a year.
Costs and
Timescale

Lead Partners

The service will provide groupwork parenting support to families with teenagers
at risk and in difficulty. The course will run for 12 weeks to a maximum of three
times a year at a cost of £8,000 per year.
TOTAL Spend over three years = £24,000 (not included in the budget)
Enthusiasm
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Activity 2.3 Youth 8-12 and 13-18
Aims and
Actions

To provide activities and support for local young people aged 8-12 and 13-18.
The aims will be to encourage young people to become positively involved in
their local community and to have increased opportunities to take part in
activities that otherwise they would not have access to (due to lack of money,
motivation, enthusiasm, family support).

Costs and
Timescale

To provide a support worker and a pot of money for activities. The worker will
identify children who would benefit from support from the activity fund.
•
•
•
•
•
•

50 x pop-up activities £7,803.
Activities and resources (to include cinema, ice-skating, pantomime etc.
+ staffing) £5,202.
Hire of hall/bus (if applicable - dates to be advised) £3,745.
Outreach, assemblies and other promotional work £3,902.
Rewards and incentives - for involvement in community activities £780.
Other additional costs (refreshments, admin etc at 10%) £2,143.

= £23,575 in the first year with a 2% uplift each year after. TOTAL spend over
three years = £72,150.31
Lead Partners

The Enthusiasm Trust

Activity 2.4 Youth (Mentoring)
Aims and
Actions

The Enthusiasm Trust will deliver mentoring support for young people in the
Allenton Big Local area who are deemed to be most at risk of offending and
exclusion according to a range of indicators. They will be identified by the
Enthusiasm team or referred to them by Police safer neighbourhood teams,
Council Neighbourhood Teams or other partner agencies. The young person will
have a dedicated worker to support them, challenge them and equip them to
change their thinking and behaviour. Each individual will be formally assessed
with an action plan developed in partnership with relevant agencies. This action
plan will lead to a multi-faceted package of diversionary activities designed to
challenge underachievement, anti-social behaviour, offending, and related forms
of abusive lifestyle and will address the risk factors highlighted during their
assessment.
A minimum of eight young people will be supported each year. This will depend
on the complexity of needs that the young person is facing. When a young
person is deemed to have reduced their risk factors sufficiently and is making
good progress, they will be ‘exited’ from the programme and another young
person will take their place. Therefore it is possible that sixteen young people will
benefit during the year. Enthusiasm has a clear assessment model that they use
for all the young people they mentor to assess their needs. This falls into three
categories, low medium, and high. Allenton Big Local will receive feedback via
the management reporting system.
Young people who will be mentored through ABL funding will receive:
•
•
•

A minimum of one hour per week, one-to-one positive intervention with
their assigned mentor.
Young people will also be actively encouraged to take part in other
positive activities that Enthusiasm runs on a weekly basis such as
football and street performance workshops, various youth clubs etc.
Working in partnership with Derby Homes, various volunteering
opportunities will be made available to young people, under Derby
Homes’ new volunteering programme.
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• All young people Enthusiasm works with are supported and encouraged
to be a voice in their communities, through membership of Derby City
Council’s Voices in Action and, if living in a Derby Homes property, they
can also attend Junior Wardens. Their mentors will support them through
this membership process.
• Assessments and action plans will be completed with their mentors and
reviewed on a regular basis to help reduce individual risk factors.
Costs and
Timescale

The agreed fee is £20,808 in the first year with a 2% uplift each year after.
TOTAL spend over three years = £63,680.80

Lead Partners

The Enthusiasm Trust

Activity 2.5 Supporting Older Residents
Aims and
To provide activities and support for local older, vulnerable or isolated residents.
Actions
The aim is to encourage people to become positively involved in their local
community and to have increased opportunities to take part in activities that
otherwise they would not have access to (due to lack of access, money,
motivation, enthusiasm, or support).
Costs and
Timescale

To provide a range of opportunities and projects for older residents
= £3,000 for each year over a 3 year period
TOTAL Spend = £9,000

Lead Partners

TARA / Volunteer Led

Activity 2.6 Families, Children (5-10) and Special Educational Needs
Aims and
Actions

To provide creative activities and support for local families with children aged 510 or who have special educational needs. The aim is to encourage young
families and those whose children have complex needs to become more
positively engaged in their local community and have increased opportunities to
take part in fun, creative activities together as a family, that they might not
normally be able to access due to lack of provision, lack of support or financial
constraints. The aim is to run and learn from a pilot in the summer of 2019 and
then run these in subsequent holiday periods, three times a year.

Costs and
Timescale

This money will be used towards a collaborative project, delivering creative
school holiday activities for families with children aged 5-10, or with special
educational needs.

Lead Partner

The agreed fee is £6,500 in the first year with a 2% uplift for each year after.
TOTAL Spend = £19892.60
Derby Adult Learning Services
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Priority 3 - Creating opportunities for training and employment
Through Allenton Big Local, we will help in the co-ordination of existing activity and bring further
benefit through funding additional activity arising from identified need.
Based on consultations with local residents, the Partnership Group has decided on two
intended outcomes:
1) Big Local residents will have improved work related skills.
2) There will be improved opportunities for employment for Allenton Big Local residents.
To achieve these outcomes, activity will focus on two areas:
1. Reducing barriers for Allenton Big Local residents to enable them to develop employment
skills and opportunities.
2. Create opportunities for local residents to gain new skills, training and work experience.
We will know if we have achieved our outcomes by monitoring the following criteria:
Reduce barriers for Big Local residents to enable them to develop employment skills and
opportunities
• We will know we have made a difference through increased access to opportunities and
by local residents telling us that they have developed their skills and opportunities.
Create opportunities for local residents to gain new skills, training and work experience.
• We will know we have made a difference when local people take up bursary scheme
funding to complete courses and training.

Total projected investment across the three years is £50,208.48
Activity 3.1 Reducing barriers
Aims and
Actions

Costs and
Timescale

At the Community Hub and other venues (such as the Allen Centre) provide:
• Employability skills training for local people living in the BLT area.
• A Work Club to enable those seeking employment to conduct Job
matches. This club would assist with careers advice, basic computer skills
and provide a meeting place for those seeking employment. Individuals
who identify that they need particular skills training will be signposted and
supported onto other courses.
NB: any underspend to be targeted toward transitional young people
Derby Adult Learning Service will continue to support the Work Club
= £12,484.8 in the first year with a 2% uplift for each year after.
TOTAL Spend = £38,208.48

Lead Partners

Derby Adult Learning Service

Activity 3.2 Creating opportunities for local residents
Aims and
Actions

Providing local people with opportunities to gain new skills and work experience,
primarily through the provision of a Bursary Scheme.

Costs and
Timescale

£4,000 each year for 3 years.
TOTAL Spend = £12,000

Lead Partner

ABL Partnership
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4. Communications
Our focus in these last three years is to build a solid and accessible evidence base of what
outcomes and impact Allenton Big Local investment has had. Our approach is based on the
need to identify those people, organisations, businesses and communications vehicles and
pathways that can help us reach our goals. We aim to:
• Tell and inform residents, organisations and local traders and businesses about Allenton
Big Local.
• Listen and respond to what residents are telling us.
• Share success stories and build community ownership and capacity.
Our key local stakeholders with regard to a communications strategy are:
• residents
• businesses and those working in the area
• voluntary and community groups
• schools and colleges
• Derby City Council
• Derby Homes
• police and neighbourhood teams
• health professionals
• Allenton Traders Association
• Local Trust.
Our regular communications vehicles available are:
• printed materials such as a newsletter, posters and flyers
• electronic communications and social media platforms - website, Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and email updates
• events and local meetings
• local media
What?
Sharing stories of success and lessons
learnt

Building community interest through events
• Our aims:
- Letting people know what’s been
agreed in the Plan.
- Encouraging people to take part and
get involved in Big Local.
- Encouraging people to volunteer in
other ways across Allenton.
Maintaining and adding to our website
• Updates include:
- Meeting dates and minutes
- SLAs and Quarterly Reports.
- News items.
- New activities / funding opportunities
Social media activity

When/how often?
>2 hard copy home delivered newsletters and one hard
copy home delivered annual report each year. These will
also be made available through the ABL website, partner
websites and social media platforms.
GDPR Mailing list has been compiled and is updated
regularly to ensure all interested parties are kept informed.
>12 What’s Changed stories each year that are drawn
from partner reports demonstrating outcomes and impact
of funded activity. These stories are placed on the website
and then used within the newsletters and annual reports.
We communicate and consult with local residents at
events organised by Allenton Big Local and by attending
other events and meetings within the community.
We use the events to conduct our annual survey to gather
feedback regarding perceptions of the area.

Usually weekly, as required.

Facebook posts and Tweets at least twice a week.
Instagram posts at least twice a month
News updates sent via MailChimp account to key partners
and those who have signed up via our website.
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5 Partnerships and Influencing the Statutory and
Voluntary Community Sectors
When drawing up the first plan for Allenton Big Local, key stakeholders were consulted within
the statutory and voluntary groups. Allenton Big Local maintains these links through its
partnership group membership, which includes members from Derby Adult Learning, Derby
Homes, Derby City Council and the Neighbourhood Board. These key relationships enable
Allenton Big Local to keep track of external developments and local changes, identify the needs
of the area, and connect with potential delivery partners. These key partnership members also
act as important two-way links through which we can communicate news, plan updates and
other information about Allenton Big Local. Key links in the area include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police
Local Councillors and MPs
Derby City Council (Parks Department, Neighbourhood Boards, Libraries and Derby
Adult Learning)
Derby Homes and other local housing associations
Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) Groups (such as faith groups and charities)
including St Martins Church and Community Centre
Local schools and colleges
Leisure and sport groups and clubs
Health and Primary Care Trust
Derby County Community Foundation
Advice groups (providing information on issues such as benefits and debt)
Local employers (including businesses in the area, Allenton Traders Association and
Allenton Market).

The Partnership Group will approach these groups as and when they need assistance with any
of the priorities or activities identified.
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6. Telling the Story: Review and Evaluation
We will make sure that those we work with agree as part of funding and partnership working to
tell the story of what has happened and what has changed. We will make sure the story tells us
three things: how much was done, how well it went and what difference it made. This will
combine stats and stories. We will use this information as part of our communication strategy to
be able to keep the local area informed of the work that has been happening.
We will ensure that we seek out the information below which will be incorporated into any
funding agreement.
1. Which of the Allenton Big Local priorities does your application respond to?
Please tick those areas that apply from the list below

Strengthening the community
Improving life skills
Creating opportunities for training and employment
2. What is your project and who will it benefit? Please include age groups and how many
you expect to be from the Big local area.

3. What do you need money for and how much do you need from Allenton Big Local? please include a breakdown.

4. What benefits will this money bring to the Allenton Big Local area? - How will your
project help us meet the priorities in the Big Local Plan?

5. How will we know you have made a difference? Whatever approach you choose, we would
expect to hear from those who have benefited.
This can be feedback through an email, photographs, a short presentation, at an event, a short report, or a
video clip. Please let us know how you plan to tell us how the grant has made a difference. This information
will be used to promote Allenton Big Local and the Community Funding opportunities. We will also need you
to complete our Grant Feedback form within one month of the end of funding.

6. How will you keep track of the money? Who will hold the money and how will expenditure be
approved and kept track of? If you are successful, we will ask you to sign an agreement with us
that you will use the money as agreed in this application. We expect you to keep receipts as
these will need to be submitted at the end of the funding.

7. Anything else you would like to add?
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7. Our approach and governance structure
The name of the partnership shall be 'Allenton Big Local Partnership Group' (ABL Group)
The Partnership is currently an unincorporated body and comprises three parts:
• The Allenton Big Local Forum
• The Allenton Big Local Partnership Group
• Any Big Local sub-groups agreed by the Partnership Group, such as the Events sub
group, Community Chest sub group and Bursary Scheme sub group.
Any proposed changes to the governance structure will be made in writing and advertised on
the website 14 days prior to the AGM and be voted on during the AGM

7.1 Allenton Big Local Forum
The Forum will meet at least annually as an open public meeting or event, organised by the
ABL Group and attended by the Chair of the ABL Group. Details of the AGM will be advertised
on the Allenton Big Local website at least one month before the meeting takes place.
Membership of the Forum is open to anyone who lives and/or works in the ABL area. The
purpose of the annual meeting/event will be to report on progress made towards the delivery of
the plan. The Forum will also be a chance to:
•
•

Review and determine the membership of the ABL Group.
Make recommendations of future priorities to include in the plan.

Allenton Big Local area falls within two council boundaries, Boulton Ward and Alvaston Ward.
The Partnership Group will ensure regular updates are communicated via these forums to
ensure as wide a group as possible are kept informed of progress towards agreed priorities.

7.2 The Partnership Group
The Partnership Group is the overarching partnership body that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agrees the framework and structure for the partnership.
Provides strategic direction by agreeing the vision and ambition.
Agrees the content of the partnership plan.
Influences local policy through strong and clear advocacy and through championing Allenton
Big Local.
Acts to remove barriers to collaboration.
Tasks any sub-groups or working-groups with securing specific outcomes.
Monitors overall progress towards outcomes of the Big Local vision and plan.
Ensures appropriate structures for meaningful engagement with local communities.
Makes arrangements for the allocation of funds or grants received by the partnership for the
express purpose of partnership activity, in order to advance the delivery of the Allenton Big
Local vision and plan.
Approves arrangements for the management and administration of the partnership.
Reviews the partnership structure and its effectiveness.

7.3 Membership of the Group
• Membership of the Group will be restricted to those who live, work or operate a business in
the ABL area and those who represent those who live and/or work in the area.
• Only resident members of the ABL Group will have full voting rights. Non-residents are
appointed by the partnership as non-voting advisory members.
• There will be a minimum of eight partnership members and 51% will be residents. It must be
ensured that residents are in the majority of voting members and the Partnership group will
not exceed 20 members.
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• The resident membership will be reviewed and voted on at the Annual General Meeting of
the Forum, with elections requiring a two thirds majority of residents in attendance by show
of hands.
• The maximum term of office for residents on the partnership shall be three years. A rota shall
be drawn up so that each year a minimum of three resident members stand down. Any
resident member standing down or completing their term of office may put themselves
forward for re-election. Other residents may put themselves forward to be elected onto the
partnership by written nomination seven days in advance.
• Those who wish to join the partnership during the year or in between AGMs will be asked to
meet with two resident members who will determine the applicant’s eligibility and provide
further information about membership. The resident members of the partnership will vote,
requiring a two thirds majority.

7.4 Responsibilities of Partnership Members
Members will be responsible for:
• Providing information and advice about day-to-day quality of life in the area.
• Actively encouraging people in the area to play their part in supporting Allenton Big Local
and its activities.
• Ensuring local concerns are addressed and that planned activity has local support.
• Ensuring effective communication between the partnership and members of their own
community.
• Contributing to collective decision making based on clear evidence.
• Acting in accordance with the general principles of conduct, attached as an Appendix.
For those members who represent other organisations or represent people who live and work in
the area, the following responsibilities also apply:
• Providing relevant advice, knowledge and expertise (where appropriate) to the partnership.
• Providing additional impact and contribution to the partnership from their parent organisation
or other bodies.
• Acting as advocate for the partnership within their organisation and seeking to change
practice and policy to the benefit of the partnership.

7.5 Chair and vice-chair
The ABL partnership group will appoint a resident Chair and two resident Vice Chairs on an
annual basis soon after the AGM. The Chair and one of the vice-chairs must be independent of
any attachment to the Local Trusted Organisation. In the case of there being only one vicechair, this person must be independent of the Local Trusted Organisation. None can be paid
post-holders within Allenton Big Local. Nominations may be made by any partnership member,
with the consent of the nominee, prior or at the meeting where the appointments will be made.
Where more than one nomination is received, eligible members will vote by written ballot and
the co-ordinator will count the votes and announce the result. The resident members of the
partnership group will appoint its advisory members.
Charing of partnership meetings shall be undertaken by any resident member. The Chair shall
undertake to:
• Chair meetings in sympathy with the values and code of conduct set out in this document.
• Chair meetings in order to progress the formation, delivery and review of partnership plans
and agreed business.
• Ensure that all members are encouraged and enabled to make contributions.
• Have a casting vote in meetings in the event of a vote being tied.
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7.6 Quorum
The Partnership Group will be quorate when a majority of the members are present and the
majority of these are residents. Meetings can take place even if not quorate but votes cannot
take place. Votes can be taken between meetings where necessary via email.

7.7 Decision Making
Decisions will normally be made by consensus. Where the Chair deems consensus to be
unachievable within a reasonable timeframe, a decision will be made by those present and
entitled to vote and will be binding provided that:
i.
ii.
iii.

It has been agreed by a majority of residents present.
Any decision relating to financial commitments to individual partners is only taken with
their consent.
The proposed actions fall within the statutory and regulatory framework governing the
operations of the partner organisations.

7.8 Frequency of meetings
The ABL group will meet no less than six times a year, with additional meetings convened with
the agreement of the Chair. Notice of these meetings and the minutes will be posted on the
website. Sub-groups will aim to be responsive and will meet as and when required.

7.9 Purpose and Aims
The purpose of the partnership is to provide a single co-ordinating framework that:
• Agrees the long term strategic direction for Big Local in Allenton.
• Articulates and promotes the needs and aspirations of the local community through a shared
vision.
• Prepares, implements and monitors the Allenton Big Local Plan.
The aim of the Partnership is to achieve the four outcomes set for the Big Local programme:
• Communities will be better able to identify local needs and take action in response to them.
• People will have increased skills and confidence so they can continue to identify and
respond to local needs in the future.
• The community will work together to make a difference to the needs and issues it prioritises.
• People will feel that their area is an even better place to live.
In fulfilling this aim the Partnership will:
• Bring together with local residents the different parts of the public sector with the private,
voluntary and community sectors in a spirit of collaboration and mutual support.
• Promote the engagement of communities and citizens in all its work in a thoughtful,
continuous and inclusive way.

7.10 Values
All parts of the partnership structure will be guided by the following values:
•
•
•
•

Openness, transparency and plain language.
Equality of opportunity and social inclusion.
Parity of esteem.
Respect for similarity and difference in ways of working and the rightful place of legitimate
conflict in partnership.
• Quality and excellence in everything we do.
• Co-operation and collaboration as the basis for community wellbeing.
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• Supporting residents and people locally in improving their own communities.

7.11 Conduct
All meetings shall be conducted with regard to accepted good practice and particularly the
principles of openness, fairness and parity of esteem. Members will be expected to sign their
agreement to the General Principles of Conduct (attached as Appendix). The ruling of the Chair
shall be final. Partnership members will be expected to attend meetings and if they are unable
to, will forward their apologies. Lack of attendance at meetings may mean that the member can
be voted off the partnership group - this can only be done by advising the individual that this is
going to happen and by the partnership group being quorate.

7.12 Declarations of Interest
• A member must declare an interest if he or she has a direct or indirect personal or financial
interest in the matter under discussion.
• An interest must be declared at the beginning of the relevant meeting or as soon as the
member is aware they have an interest. Interest must be declared clearly so that all
members are aware of the interest and how it arises.
• Members should take no part in an item where they or any close associate might otherwise
gain an unfair advantage. In such cases it will be for the member to withdraw from the room.

7.13 Circulation of Information
• A programme of dates for meetings shall be drawn up annually, so far as possible.
• Items for agendas for partnership meetings can be submitted to the co-ordinator 10 days in
advance of meetings and other items shall be determined by the Chair and Co-ordinator who
will organise the meetings.
• Agendas will normally be sent to members in advance of each meeting although failure to
meet this requirement will not invalidate the meeting. Agendas and papers will be sent by
email.
• Copies of agendas and reports will be published on the Allenton Big Local website, except
for: a) any item declared non-public by the agenda sub group. Notwithstanding a) above the
partnership will comply with all relevant public information legislation.
• Minutes will be circulated after the meetings and with the next agenda.
• Notice of meetings will be published on the ABL website and a hard-copy notice provided at
the Community Hub (when established). Notice will also be circulated electronically to
neighbourhood and community groups, and through any resident who requests them.

7.14 General Principles of Conduct
1.

2.

3.

4.

Selflessness
Members should serve only the public interest and should never improperly confer an
advantage or disadvantage on any person.
Honesty and Integrity
Members should not place themselves in situations where their honesty and integrity may
be questioned, should not behave improperly and should on all occasions avoid the
appearance of such behaviour.
Objectivity
Members should make decisions on merit, including when making appointments,
awarding contracts, or recommending individuals for rewards or benefits.
Accountability
Members should be accountable to the public for their actions and the manner in which
they carry out their responsibilities, and should co-operate fully and honestly with any
scrutiny appropriate to their membership.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Openness
Members should be as open as possible about their actions (and where applicable those
of their parent organisation or authority) and should be prepared to give reasons for those
actions.
Personal Judgment.
Members may take account of the views of others, including their political groups, but
should reach their own conclusions on the issues before them and act in accordance with
those conclusions.
Respect for Others
Members should promote equality by not discriminating unlawfully against any person,
and by treating people with respect, regardless of their race, age, religion, gender, sexual
orientation or disability.
Duty to Uphold the Law
Members should uphold the law and, on all occasions, act in accordance with the trust
that the public is entitled to place in them.
Stewardship
Where applicable members should do whatever they are able to do to ensure their parent
organisations/ authorities use their resources prudently and in accordance with the law.
Leadership
Members should promote and support these principles by leadership, and by example,
and should act in a way that secures or preserves public confidence.
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8. Risks and Challenges
Risks and challenges identified include:
Partnership
Group

Delivery

Outcomes

Partners

Experience

The Partnership Group may be seen as exclusive; we will have to ensure
that we remain accessible, open and transparent. It is critically important to
continue to recruit new members to the group.
This will be achieved by:
• Our communications strategy, ensuring that local residents and
other interested parties are kept informed of the activities and
priorities and let them know how they can get involved.
• Agendas and minutes of meetings will be made available to all on
the website and via Facebook.
• Every year our events will give residents and other interested
parties the opportunity to review the work that has been done, give
feedback regarding the priorities and get involved by joining the
Partnership Group.
• Meeting dates and times will be reviewed to ensure access for new
as well as existing members is considered
Deciding how to deliver the actions and having limited access to partners
that can deliver activities throughout the programme.
The partnership will ensure that lead partners are able to deliver on the
activities. The partnership will take advice and guidance from those within
the group with particular experience and expertise and where necessary
invite others to meetings in an advisory capacity. The partnership will work
to ensure that there is a sharing of necessary skills and utilise the
expertise of existing partners. Where required and identified, training and
further advice will be sought through the Big Local network.
Being able to measure the outcomes to be able to evaluate, review and
justify.
This will be achieved by:
• Ensuring that there are robust procedures in place for capturing the
required data consistently.
• Ensuring that these requirements are made clear to all delivery
partners and those who request funding.
• Ensuring communication about activity, outcomes and wider
impact.
Being able to get the right (and enough) people involved, partners,
individuals/residents and groups. Getting partners to work collaboratively
may be a challenge especially with funding constraints putting pressure on
people.
This will be achieved by:
• The appointment of a Plan Co-ordinator and support of the Big
Local rep will help to maintain momentum.
• Ensuring our communications strategy is delivered to ensure that
there are regular updates to residents and partners.
• It will be important to maintain contact with partners and ensure
they understand what is trying to be achieved.
We need to ensure that we learn from past projects that have been funded
and how they have worked or not worked. We need to make sure that we
end up empowering the community and not lead them to dependence. This
will be achieved by:
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•

Breaking the
cycle

Drawing from local knowledge and historical evaluations, getting
buy-in from local people and taking account of lessons learnt.
• The residents need to drive this agenda and not local agencies, the
residents need to listen to advice but also be aware of other
agendas.
What we would like to achieve will be to try and change attitudes and raise
expectations but this is acknowledged as a challenge.
•

Boundaries

Through our local knowledge of working and living in the Big Local
area, there are many entrenched attitudes. These will need to be
confronted and delivery partners need to be aware of this priority in
delivery of the Big Local activities.
• We need to focus on the positives of the community and highlight
the good things and not focus always on the negative.
• Our communications strategy will help us achieve this aim.
Political and geographical. Even though we need to ensure that individuals
from the ABL area benefit we cannot exclude people who live just outside
the area. We need to be able to have a degree of flexibility.
•

Changing
demographics

The partnership group feel that people who live just outside the
boundary lines should not be excluded, although it is recognised
that it is the general area within the boundary that needs to benefit.
If people from outside Allenton Big Local take advantage of the
activities that are planned, that could be of benefit to the area as it
may help to change negative perceptions.
New housing may change the profile of the area. Other new developments
in the area may bring change and may increase people coming to the
area.
•

People
requesting
funding

Although identified as a risk, the planned regeneration of areas
adjacent to the Big Local area could be positive and improve life for
the whole community. By ensuring that we continue to engage with
local people and obtain feedback and review the work that is being
done then we should be able to be reactive to change in the area.
A challenge could be dealing with people who request funds with no
understanding of the priorities. We need to have an agreed strategy for
dealing with this so that all partnership group members are aware of how
to handle requests made directly to them. We need to ensure there is
consistency in the messages we give out.
•

The Plan Co-ordinator will assist with this process as requests can
be referred on and dealt with consistently. The Plan Co-ordinator
will take part in any necessary training to help with this process and
expertise and existing experience of handling such requests within
the partnership will be utilised.
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9. Finances and detailed budget profile
Each area of activity will be reviewed annually

Area

Activity / Task

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8
TOTAL
£

Months 1 to
6
Priority 1 –
Strengthening the
Community

Priority 2 - Improving
Life Skills

Priority 3 - Creating
Opportunities for
Training and
Employment

Miscellaneous costs /
Project support etc

Months 7 to
12

Months 1 to
6

Months 7 to
12

Months 1 to
6

Months 7 to
12

% of
money
spent
over
period

1.2 Street Performances, Activities, Groups
1.3 Community Celebration Events,
incorporating the AGM

£7,761.00

£7,760.00

£7,915.50

£7,915.50

£8,073.50

£8,073.50

£47,499.00

9.7%

£4,000.00

£4,000.00

£4,000.00

£4,000.00

£4,000.00

£4,000.00

£24,000.00

6.1%

1.4 Community Chest

£2,500.00

£2,500.00

£2,500.00

£2,500.00

£2,500.00

£2,500.00

£15,000.00

6.1%

2.1 Families and Children (0-7)

£15,919.00

£15,918.00

£16,236.50

£16,236.11

£16,561.00

£16,561.00

£97,431.61

19.9%

2.3 Youth 8-12 and 13-18

£11,788.00

£11,787.00

£12,023.00

£12,023.81

£12,264.33

£12,264.00

£72,150.31

14.7%

2.4 Youth (Mentoring)

£10,404.00

£10,404.00

£10,612.00

£10,612.00

£10,824.30

£10,824.50

£63,680.80

13.0%

2.5 Activities for older residents

£1,500.00

£1,500.00

£1,500.00

£1,500.00

£1,500.00

£1,500.00

£9,000.00

1.8%

2.6 Families and Disabled Children

£3,250.00

£3,250.00

£3,315.00

£3,315.00

£3,381.30

£3,381.30

£19,892.60

6.3%

3.1 Reduce barriers to improve skills
3.2 Opportunities for work experience,
training, employment

£6,242.25

£6,242.25

£6,367.68

£6,367.48

£6,494.50

£6,494.50

£38,208.66

7.8%

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

£12,000.00

5.5%

£3,775.00

£3,775.00

£3,775.00

£3,775.00

£3,775.00

£3,775.00

£22,650.00

4.6%

£2962.50

£2962.50

£2962.50

£2962.50

£2962.50

£2962.50

£17,775.00

3.7%

£500.00

£500.00

£500.00

£500.00

£500.00

£500.00

£3,000.00

0.6%

£72,601.75

£72,598.75

£73,707.18

£73,707.18

£74,836.43

£74836.30

£442,287.80

£417,290

£336,883

£255,334

£173,785

Project Co-ordinator
Communications - website, publicity and
promotion, newsletters
Partnership group costs - meetings etc

Total
Expected balance from £1.1m at end of year period
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£91,071

£8,356

100.0%

10. Appendices
Appendix 1 – Plan Co-ordinator Job Specification
Appendix 2 - Partnership Member Agreement
Appendix 3 – Local Insights Summary October 2018
Appendix 4 – 2018 Survey Results
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APPENDIX 1
Allenton Big Local
Plan Co-ordinator Job Specification
Job Title:

Plan Coordinator

Hours:

8 hours per week

Term:

Fixed 3 month contract with an option to extend for a further 3 month
period

Salary:

£15.00 per hour

Location:

Various

Reporting to:

Reports to the LTO and Allenton Big Local Partnership Board

Purpose:

To provide:
Coordination of the delivery plan with external agencies and partners
Administrative support to the Partnership board to enable it to carry out its
functions effectively and to review and update the plan

Role &
Meetings
Responsibilities: • Working with the LTO and Chair, coordinate and facilitate meetings of
the Partnership Group and any other working group that is set up. To
include confirming venue, time and any costs in-kind
• Take minutes of meetings, preparing agendas and distribution of
papers. To include ensuring that all members are aware of actions.
• To coordinate and help facilitate the AGM.
Delivery Plan - monitoring and development
• To monitor all activities to ensure that aims and objectives are being
met and report progress back to the Partnership Board.
• To ensure that SLAs or Purchase Order Agreements are in place for all
activities funded through Allenton Big Local.
• Coordinate reports to Local Trust if required.
• Ensure project compliance with Big Local funding requirements.
• Ensure that the Partnership Group Core Values and Priorities remain a
focus throughout the progress of the project.
• Maintain a link between the Partnership Group and the LTO ensuring
the LTO and Partnership Group comply with Local Trust funding
requirements.
• To lead on developing areas of the plan where activities need to be
identified - to include facilitating working group meetings where
necessary.
• To assist with the evaluation of the project
• To ensure that surveys and questionnaires are carried out where
required to assist towards evaluation and monitoring of perceptions.
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Financial monitoring
• Working with the LTO to prepare budget reports and ensure that the
Partnership Group regularly receive these.
• Maintain a record of all 'gifts in-kind' provided, such as free use of
venues for meetings, staff time provided for activities etc.
• To ensure that monitoring reports are received from delivery partners
before invoices are paid
Communication
• Work with the Communications Co-ordinator to ensure that there are
regular communications to the local community
• Liaise with partners to ensure relationships are developed and
maintained.
• Communicate the delivery plan and priorities to the Communications
Co-ordinator to ensure the local community receive regular information.
• Be a point of contact for queries and funding requests.
Other
• Work as an active and integral member of the Partnership Group.
• To undertake other duties as agreed by the Partnership Group.
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APPENDIX 2
ALLENTON BIG LOCAL PARTNERSHIP GROUP
(ABL GROUP)

Partnership Member Agreement
Code of Conduct, Confidentiality, Declaration of Interest, and Values
The purpose of the code of conduct is to ensure that all members of the partnership operate the
highest standard of integrity at all times.
As a member of the partnership I agree to abide by our area’s Big Local values. Additionally, I
agree that:
• Everything the partnership does will be able to stand the test of scrutiny by the public, charity
regulators, community members, stakeholders, funders and the courts.
• Integrity, respect and honesty will be the hallmarks of all conduct when dealing with others
within the partnership and equally when dealing with individuals and institutions outside it.
• The partnership will strive to maintain an atmosphere of openness throughout the community
to promote confidence of the public, stakeholders, Local Trust, the Big Lottery Fund, charity
regulators and government.
• The partnership will complete a check by asking me to complete a Disclosure and Barring
Service (DBS) questionnaire and ask me to provide proof of my identity.
In particular:
• I will not break the law, go against charity regulations or act in disregard of partnership
policies.
• I will abide by our local Big Local procedures.
• I will always strive to act in the best interests of Big Local.
• I will declare any conflict of interest or of loyalty, or any circumstance that might be viewed by
others as such, as soon as it arises.
• When I am speaking as a member of the partnership, my comments will reflect the work of
the partnership even when these do not agree with my personal views. When speaking as a
private individual I will strive to uphold the reputation of the partnership and those who work in
it.
• I will not personally gain materially or financially from my role as a member, nor will I permit
others to do so as a result of my actions or negligence.
• I will strive to read all documents and attend all meetings, giving apologies ahead of time if
unable to attend. I understand that my failure to attend or give apologies may result in a
decision to vote me off the partnership group (the group must be quorate and must inform
you that this is going to happen).
• I will engage in debate and voting in meetings according to procedure, maintaining a
respectful attitude toward the opinions of others while making my voice heard. I will accept a
majority committee vote on an issue as decisive and final.
• I will maintain confidentiality (where this has been agreed in the partnership’s guidance on
confidentiality) about what goes on in the meeting unless authorised by the Chair or
committee to speak of it.
• I will participate in induction, training and development activities for members.
• I understand that substantial breach of any part of this code may result in my removal as a
member.
• Should I resign as a member I will inform the Chair in writing, stating my reasons for
resigning. Additionally, I will participate in an exit interview.
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Confidentiality
Your involvement in the Big Local partnership may mean that you have information that has not
yet been made public or is confidential.
You should never disclose or use confidential information for the personal advantage of yourself
or of anyone known to you, or to the disadvantage or discredit of the partnership. Members are
expected to adhere to any Big Local confidentiality agreement at all times and may be asked to
adhere to a specific ‘embargo’. (An embargo is a request not to share information until a certain
point in time). Wherever possible the timescale and the reasons for such an embargo will be
defined at the time the embargo is put in place.
Examples of such instances where a confidentiality embargo may be used are:
•
•
•
•

details of individuals or organisations, who have submitted funding applications.
details contained within individual applications prior to a decision being taken.
information not in the public domain.
draft plans or proposals not yet approved.

A short confidentiality embargo may be imposed after any partnership meeting to ensure time to
allow information to be distributed within the area to specific organisations or individuals. Where
an issue is known to be potentially sensitive or likely to be confidential members will be made
aware of the details of any embargo in advance.
In the event of a confidentiality agreement being breached by an individual, group, or
organisation, the partnership will take appropriate action.
Declarations of Interest
In line with the code of conduct, members of the partnership will need to declare any conflicts of
interest and loyalty.
Where a member has a clear private or personal interest in a matter under consideration, they
must declare that interest and, if necessary, withdraw from the meeting. The interest need not be
of a purely financial nature but could include membership of a club or organisation connected
with the matter under discussion. Interests can be positive or negative especially where a
competitive element is introduced. For example, a member may wish to support a particular
course of action because it impacts more favourably on an organisation they are a member of, or
impacts favourably on their friends/relatives.
The ABL partnership group will decide if a member has to withdraw from the meeting because
we recognise that most people in the partnership will know the people and organisations under
discussion.
If in doubt, an individual should avoid being in any position where suspicion could be raised for
any appearance of improper conduct - if in doubt, the individual should declare the interest and
seek guidance for future meetings.
Where an individual has declared an interest a statement will appear in the minutes of the
meeting stating:
•
•
•

Who declared a financial/non-financial interest.
The item being considered.
Whether they withdrew from the meeting while the item was discussed taking no part in
the discussion or decision or remained in the room during its consideration, but took no
part in the discussion or decision.
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Values
These are values which align with Big Local.
1. We are committed to quality and excellence in everything that we do.
2. We will support residents and people locally in improving their own communities. We know
that communities which face problems contain the people who will create the solutions.
3. We actively share knowledge and skills, encouraging learning and co-operation. We
collaborate with others to build the best possible solutions to the challenges we face together.
4. We are responsible, open and accountable. We will be honest and transparent in all our
dealings. We will collect, share and review evidence of our progress and be open to advice
and criticism.
5. We believe in social responsibility. We want our work to have a positive impact on people
locally, the area and the environment, now and for future generations.
6. We are committed to equality and promoting diversity. We seek to overcome all forms of
discrimination and prejudice so that everyone can participate in, contribute to and benefit
from Big Local on an equal basis, whatever their background, ethnicity or beliefs.
7. We will be innovative and embrace change, approaching problems proactively and creatively.
8. We are enthusiastic, energetic, positive and proud of Big Local, and will bring these qualities
to all our activities.
By signing this document I agree to the items above
Name:

Date:

Signature:
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APPENDIX 3: LOCAL INSIGHTS DATA SUMMARY
Introduction Page 3 for an introduction to this report
33% of people have no
qualifications in Allenton
compared with 25% across
East Midlands

There are 9,195 people living
in Allenton
See pages 4-9 for more information on
population by age and gender, ethnicity,

Population

Education &
skills

country of birth, language, migration,

See pages 41-43 for more information on
qualifications, pupil attainment and early

household composition and religion
years educational progress

35% of children are living in
poverty in Allenton compared
with 16% across East
Midlands
Vulnerable
groups

35% people aged 16-74 are in
full-time employment in
Allenton compared with 39%
across East Midlands

See pages 10-21 for more information on

Economy

children in poverty, people out of work,

See pages 44-50 for more information on
people’s jobs, job opportunities, income

people in deprived areas, disability,
and local businesses
pensioners and other vulnerable groups

5% of households lack central
heating in Allenton compared
with 2% across East Midlands

40% of households have no
car in Allenton compared with
22% across East Midlands

See pages 22-31 for more information on

Housing

dwelling types, housing tenure,
affordability, overcrowding, age of dwelling

Access &
transport

transport, distances services and digital
services

and communal establishments

The % of people 'satisfied
with their neighbourhood'
(77.5%) is lower than the
average across East Midlands
(79.6%)

The overall crime rate is
higher than the average
across East Midlands
Crime &
safety

See pages 51-53 for more information on

See pages 32-33 for more information on
recorded crime and crime rates

Communities
&
environment

See pages 54-59 for more information on
neighbourhood satisfaction, the types of
neighbourhoods locally, local participation
and the environment, air pollution

19% of people have a limiting
long-term illness in Allenton
compared with 19% across
East Midlands
Health &
wellbeing

Page 60 for information on the

Appendix A
See pages 34-40 for more information on
limited long-term illness, life expectancy
and mortality, general health and healthy
lifestyles
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geographies used in this report and 52 for
acknowledgements

APPENDIX 4: 2018 SURVEY RESULTS
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